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About This Game

About ARK Park

ARK Park is a virtual reality multiplayer adventure game designed from the ground up to immerse players in a realistic dinosaur
theme park. This interactive experience will fulfill your dreams of entering a world where living, breathing dinosaurs still roam

the Earth. Freely explore this grand, virtual world where there's no set plot line or schedule. Join your friends in multiplayer
park tours to share the thrill of witnessing over a hundred prehistoric creatures up-close and personal.

Game Features:

Explore the Expansive Scenery of ARK Park: Visit over 10 unique scenes alone or with a group of friends.

Collect Dinosaur DNA, Gather Materials, and Craft Items: Collect DNA and materials from the dinosaurs you encounter
on your excursions, trade them for Engrams at your base camp, then use those Engrams to craft helpful items.

Raise Your Very Own Dinosaurs: During your excursions throughout the park, you may be lucky enough to collect a rare
dino egg. Take good care of it until it hatches, and you’ll be able to raise your own dinosaurs from hatchlings to
adulthood. Some dinos may even grow to be large enough to ride!

Defend Vital Technology: Dinosaurs aren’t the most docile creatures - band together with other ARK Park visitors to
defend important research outposts and valuable technology from rampaging dinos!
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Title: ARK Park
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Snail Games
Publisher:
Snail Games
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel® Core™ I5-4690K

Memory: 16 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD equivalent or greater

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 25 GB available space

English,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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The opening scene (tutorial) is worth the money alone. It is utterly breath taking, superbly timed, nicely led, simpy lays out the
controls, and the monorail ride is expertly done, I sat slack jawed. Every effort has been put into this piece, the music touches
on John Willams score from JP (presumably not enough to breach licence), and the monorail ride is taken straight from
universals studios Jaws ride, all the piece are masterfully put together to create an awesome sequence.

This is followed by the now signature scene from all dino films, the park exhibition/entrance, and it give it up big time in Ark
Park. The animated holographic dinos can be picked up and inspected in detail, their wriggling and kicking is artfully executed,
as are the other exhibition pieces. Jaw slack to the floor you step into the final sequence which culmulates in a tryke ride
through lush jungle under the cool shade of giant sequou.

If, like me, you are new to VR and want a presentation piece for your kit, this is it.

Everything else after the tryke ride, is well, just gravy. Which is a good thing because the game play is limited. Having said that
for the true dino fan it is still an expertly crafted dino adventure. The emphasis here is on exhibiting the bigest and best (and
some not so big) dinos, as you travel between the vareous bios and get a wonderful VR view of them.

If you want great game play then you need Ark: Survival, Ark Park has gestures in the direction of its predecessor, but is an
unashamed VR experience which will have your friends drooloing to get a VR machine of their own. As the designers have
clearly taken their excelent game and crafted a specific VR experience, there is no compromise on the VR and frankly, who
care about game play this is film of a theme park and your in the theme park and its not a film.

This is a superbly crafted piece of work.

Value for money on the cinema scale, Meh, I say yes, though it is at a premium price, if you've just splashed out $300-$900 on a
VR headset and you want to feel it was worth the money, then the $45 for this game to give you that feeling, its worth every
dollar/euro/GBP.

I say game, I'm not even sure this is a game, I think the designers may have created an entirely new genre of cimeme or gamovie
or interactive film synthesis.

10/10

I am using an Asus AH101 on the windows 10 platform and the steam microsoft mixed reality api (its available as free program
in the steam store). I had no issues with the game or game play.. The deal with this game is that it's good.. For the first 10
minutes. The combat system is just a weak tower defence minigame. The actual "taming" of dinosaurs makes you leave the vive
running and up for 4+ hours. w h a t?
Buy it if you're filthy rich and like ark. If you aint made of money, spend it elsewhere.. It's better than expected. I'm not even a
big dinosaur person but the prehistoric environment is pretty cool.
I have to confess that I bought this mainly for the graphics. And while they are good and not disappointing, it isn't the best
looking VR game like I was expecting.

The wave shooter is weak but something to do. The bulk of the game is collecting materials and crafting.
 The dino egg hatching is cool reminds me of the chao raising minigame in Sonic adventure. Looks like there's enough here to
explore and unlock and see what else I can discover.
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Price wise people want to compare this to Arizona Sunshine. The quality is just as good. would rather play a relaxed paced
unlock stuff/raise dinosaurs game with a good amount of content, Or be forced down a linear path shooting zombies? it's just a
different type of game.. Well... Im a massive ark fan.. after buying this i have everything to do with Ark... but this game is in
one word... MEH

 my Pc Build to compare

I7 7700K 4.8GHZ
MSI GAMING X TRIO GTX 1080TI
32GB 3200MHZ DDR4 RAM
MSI Z270 TOMAHAWK MOTHERBOARD
Oculus Rift

Pros (Personal Opinion and experience)

Graphics arnt that bad (720p in Headset)
You can harvest and make Gear as in Standard Ark (Not Buildings as far as i got through)

....honestly i cant think of anymore Pro's...

Cons (Personal Opinion and experience)

The Controls are Jittery as hell
My Fps was NEVER stable dropping from 100+Fps down to 2-5fps at random intervals (even when just standing there)
All the areas you can go to are sooooooo small and limited. not much to really explore at all, just in 1 area for 5 mins then the
next 5mins etc having to load each area 1 by 1.. tbh its quite annoying.
The tutorial in my opinion lacks alot, i bought the tek version, and the first thing i realised i did was destroy the Tek trex egg
you can at the begining, could have been a fault on my end but i dont remember seeing anything to do with that on the tutorial.
Multiplayer was Constant Disconnections. barely got 1 game going for a few mins.

I personally feel that this game is lacking so much for the asking price you are paying for it, it could have so much more
potential and BIGGER areas to explore. if you want something to kill time, buy this... but i wouldnt recommend this to anyone
unless ofcourse the price was dropped at least 40% of the price now, im asking for a refund mainly becuase of the fps drops, 4
crashes on load, and the constant jitters on your hand controls.

. The free locomotion implementation is not adequate. For the Vive, it is click to move. If acceptable free locomotion is a
requirement for you, then give this one a pass until it improves.. Absolutely terrible game!
The tutorial is bigger than the game itself. I thought this was an open world island exploration game, but it isn't.
The playable world is as small as your livingroom, and that's it.. Finally the game is on sale, and there is an update. The game
has very good quality and strong immersion. Currently I just played the tutorial, I will continue to play it tomorrow. I like
dinosaurs very much.. BUYERS BEWARE!!!!

Running a 1080ti SC2 Hybrid, Ryzen 7 1800x, on a Samsung HMD Odyssey and the developers didnt properly sync displays for
each eye, giving me this double vision effect which seriously can't be good for you. Also, some things render in one display and
not the other. This game is far from done... Definitely not the piece of art i've seen in the Trailers. Super dissapointed as I am a
huge fan of Ark: Survival and really didn't have the highest expectations for this game to begin with! SMH :(. Great game to
play.I have read a lot of the negitive reviews.And I can say I have not run into any of the problems they have listed.. A very
entertaining game. The tutorial gives a brief overview of what you need to do and then you on your own. It's a game of
exploration, crafting and scanning dinosaurs with the aim of using this knowledge to manufacture weapons to assist in beating
the "arena".

The "arena" is an area where waves of dinosaurs attack you and you must defend a tower.
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It's receiving updates adding new content and I personally would thorougly recommend this to anyone who enjoys puzzles,
shooting a crafting.
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Good enough for young kids that don't know any better, but this game is most certainly not worth $40.. This game was terrible. I
expected more after playing ark survival evolved. This feels like a childrens game and a bad one at that. Very tiny exploration
spaces. The battles are the worst combat i have seen so far on any games. I requested an refund immediately.. Brilliant! I have
played multiple VR games and they just are not of the same graphic quality as this one. I love the setting and it's objectives.
Truly very fun. Cannot wait to see what the future brings. Keep developing!. I cant say this is a good game combat gameplay
wise. But it is definitely the best VR experience you can get.

The dinos models and textures are very good and HD, the environment is gorgeous. And the game runs smoothly and not as
blurry as other games. You can only teleport at the moment but it is perfectly fine to teleport and explore the ARK Park. ARK
Park was meant to be just a park at first without any combat elements. I think devs add combat as a bonus to improve its
playability. The combat is okayish and you should just regard it as a bonus part of the game.

The best thing I liked during my tutorial play through is the environment and then the animation for the dinos. You can see them
fight/ chill and you got to hatch your own dino. This game is awesome for its exploration part.. Buy for the dinosaurs in VR, but
beware:

* Many of the animations are laughable, notably the first dinosaur you see is blooming awful
* Buggy
* A noticeable portion of the graphics are bad
* Small areas are a little restrictive
* Unfinished and underdeveloped feel in general
* Scaling issues for most things that aren't dinosaurs (eg. vehicles seem oddly big and eg. the loading areas are strangely
unnerving due to the unbelievably large loading billboards)
* Bad value

Some great stuff though, so, up to you. Buy for VR dinosaurs and a good “jurassic park” feel or wait (who knows how long) for
someone to do a better job (just when will we get another exploration game as beautiful and value as The Blue?).
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